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Lippincott Williams and Wilkins, United States, 2011. Hardback. Condition: New. 5th edition.
Language: English . Brand New Book. The thoroughly updated Fifth Edition of Pediatric
Neuroimaging is a highly illustrated text-reference that describes and illustrates the full range of
pediatric disorders diagnosable by modern neuroimaging. Covering the diagnosis of brain, spinal,
and head and neck disorders in the pediatric patient, the text is rooted in the principle that the
proper interpretation of studies requires the acquisition of high-quality images and an
understanding of the basic concepts of neuroembryology, normal development, and
pathophysiology. Much coverage is given to the disorders seen in everyday practice. The emphasis
is on CT and MRI, which are the optimal imaging modalities in children. The first two chapters
describe useful imaging techniques in this patient population and the imaging manifestations of
normal development, to distinguish that from manifestations of disease. The final ten chapters of
the book are divided by groups of diseases, with numerous drawings and images that illuminate the
underlying pathologic and embryologic/genetic bases of each disorder. The goal is provide a basic
approach to groups of diseases, then offer detailed information about the clinical manifestations,
underlying biochemistry, molecular biology, genetics and/or pathology of...
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Extensive guide! Its this kind of great read. It is really simplistic but excitement from the 50 percent of your pdf. I am just quickly will get a pleasure of
looking at a composed book.
-- Tom a sa  B ins-- Tom a sa  B ins

This publication is great. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life period will probably be transform when you complete reading this
article book.
-- Wilfor d Metz-- Wilfor d Metz
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